
 HONDA X-ADV 750 (17)

1156FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or
M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

SR1156
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A or M8B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the plate M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® top cases / if combined with M8A, M8B it
does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / It can only be

mounted to the original rack (optional)

PL1156
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack

1156FZ

PL1158
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side cases
It can be mounted also to the original rack (optional)

D1156ST
Specific screen, transparent 65 x 40 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to ensure
total rotation of the handlebar, the windshield cannot be
set to either the lowest or the highest settings. It can
only be set to the three intermediate settings / 13 cm

higher than the original

TN1156
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

PR1156
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted

MG1156
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour
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 HONDA X-ADV 750 (17)

TL1156KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PL1156, PL1158
to be combined with S250 and PL1156 or PL1158 /
needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the

motorcycle

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors /
only compatible with the version produced with original

hand protectors

ES1156
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand
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